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VOCABULARY 
 

 THE SCORE: the record of goals that indicates who is winning. The final score is the 

result that decides who has won the match. It can also be used as a verb (to score). -> 

Resultado, marcador/ Marcar un gol 

 TO CONCEDE: to allow a goal in; the opposite of scoring a goal. -> Encajar un gol 

 AN OWN GOAL: a goal scored accidentally by a member of the defending team that 

counts in favour of the attacking team. -> Gol en propia puerta 

 THE LEAD: when a team scores first, it is "in the lead", i.e., it is winning the match at the 

point of scoring. -> Ventaja  

 AN EQUALISER: a goal that cancels out the opposing team's lead and leaves the match 

tied or drawn. -> Gol que causa un empate 

 A DRAW: a match that ends in a tie, i.e., it has no winner or loser. The teams get one 

point each for a draw. It can also be used as a verb (to draw). -> Empate/ empatar 

 A DEFEAT: a match that is lost, the opposite of a win. It can also be used as a verb (to 

defeat). -> Derrota/ Derrotar 

  TO KNOCK OUT: to eliminate another team from a competition. -> Eliminar de una 

competición  

  A PENALTY SHOOTOUT: it takes place if a match is a draw after full-time or extra-

time. Five players from each team take a penalty each and if the score is still level after 

that, one player from each team takes a penalty in turns in order to decide who wins the 

match. -> Tanda de penaltis 

 A PLAY-OFF: an extra match to decide which of two or more teams should go through 

to the next round. -> Partido clasificatorio 

 THE AWAY-GOAL RULE: in some competitions, e.g., the UEFA Champions' League, a 

rule that rewards teams for scoring away from home over two legs (or matches). For 

example, in 2005, AC Milan beat PSV Eindhoven 2-0 at home (in Milan) but lost 1-3 

away in Holland. So both teams had scored three goals and conceded three goals but 

because AC Milan had scored a goal away from home, it went through to the 

Champions' League final on the away-goal rule. -> Regla del gol marcado fuera de casa 

o del gol de visitante 

 

 
Puedes utilizar la web http://www.howjsay.com para conocer  la pronunciación 

de las expresiones de esta ficha. 
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